
Kid’s Clothes Connection Consignor’s Agreement & Recall Waiver 
Print, Sign & Bring with you to receiving/drop-off 

 
 

Consignor’s Name:   
 

Consignor’s Number:   Consignor’s Phone Number:  
 

Consignor’s Agreement: For participation in and profit from Kid’s Clothes Connection, please read and 
acknowledge your acceptance of the following Terms of Agreement.

 
I AGREE to hold harmless and make no claims against Cotton Valley Wholesale, LLC, (CVW) the officers of Cotton Valley 
Wholesale, LLC, the lessors of the space where the sale is held, any volunteer or paid participants in Kid’s Clothes Connection 
Event , or the Insurer of Cotton Valley Wholesale, LLC for the damage, theft or loss of any items consigned to Kid’s Clothes 
Connection. CVW does not anticipate any theft, damage or loss but occasionally these events may occur. 

 
I AGREE to waive any and all claims for personal injury resulting from participation in Kid’s Clothes Connection from 
whatever cause either foreseen or unforeseen against the Cotton Valley Wholesale, LLC, the officers of Cotton Valley 
Wholesale, LLC, the lessors of the space where the sale is held, any volunteer or paid participants in Kid’s Clothes 
Connection, or the Insurer of Cotton Valley Wholesale, LLC. 

 
I AGREE that no claims will be made against Cotton Valley Wholesale, LLC for any discrepancies involving items placed in 
our sale. 

 
I AGREE that during the last few days of the sale, all unsold items will be sold for 25% to 50% off of the original price designated 
by the seller unless a “NO DISCOUNT” visibly appears and is encoded into the barcode beside the price. 

 
I AGREE that items NOT PICKED UP by the end of the designated pick up day/time will become the property of Kids Clothes 
Connection to be donated to The Village Thrift Market, charity , or any other worthy service that could benefit from these items. 

 
I AGREE if a check is lost (by consignor or thru mail), Kid’s Clothes Connection will have to charge a stop payment fee 
before issuing another check. 

 
 
 

Recall Waiver:        
I understand and agree that as a condition of selling items in a Kid’s Clothes Connection Sale, 
I represent and warrant the following to be true and correct:

 
1.  I am the owner of the items to be sold, and I have full authority to sell the items offered by me for 

sale. 
 

2.  Each item offered for sale by me is in good operating condition, reasonable wear and tear 
expected, and not defective, broken or damaged in any way. 

 
3.  Any repaired item was repaired by the original manufacturer in accordance with the original 

manufacturer warranty program. 
 

4.  Each item complies with applicable law. 
 

5.  No item is the subject of any pending or threatened recall notice or other consumer protection 
enforcement action. 

 
 
By signing below, I acknowledge having read and understood both the Agreement AND the Recall Waiver 

 
 
Signature:   

 
Date:   


